NEW EARTH TREATY
A PLANETARY COVENANT OF FELLOWSHIP IN PEACE

PREAMBLE
This definitive New Earth Treaty concluded by and between, and with the presents and blessings of,
the High Contracting Parties.
A High Contracting Party is an individual, family, community group or indigenous tribe/nation who has
properly constituted their own micro-nation (hereinafter sovereign micro-nation) or an organic nation-state
(hereinafter sovereign nation) who has ratified the present Treaty.
Acknowledging that the advent of a world in grace in which mankind shall enjoy peace, prosperity, harmony,
abundance, and freedom in all its forms is the highest aspiration of the High Contracting Parties;
We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations declare Our peace with all living inhabitants of Our
planet earth and all worlds, and do ratify this Treaty pursuant to Our genuine and earnest commitment to
the realization of these aspirations.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
From the coming into force of the present Treaty, the provisions of the present Treaty shall supersede the
effect of any and all conflicting provisions of existing Treaties, Covenants and Agreements between the High
Contracting Parties.
From the coming into force of the present Treaty there shall be a clear separation of natural persons,
meaning men and women, and artificial persons, meaning corporations and legal personalities of individuals,
such that the latter shall only perform in service of the former.

This Treaty was opened for ratification on 21st Day of September 2014 and has been duly ratified by more
than two sovereign nations and/or sovereign micro-nations thereby establishing the supreme jurisdiction of
New Earth Nation upon the Earth, under the guiding principles of Natural Law.
All sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations who subsequently ratify this Treaty shall be entitled to the
same rights as those who ratified it at its opening.

PART 1 – COVENANT OF FELLOWSHIP IN PEACE
THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES,
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE international peace, fellowship, prosperity, harmony and abundance, by Our mutual
commitments to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

engender peace in its fullest expression
free all men and women from debt-slavery, usury or any other form of human energy harvesting
respect the individual sovereign condition
restore balance, biodiversity, health and well-being to the planetary biosphere
facilitate the considered and strategic dissolution of all borders and boundaries
exercise integrity in Our lives and relations

Pursuant to the ultimate goal of absolute freedom for each member of the human family
AGREE to this Covenant of Fellowship in Peace.
Article 1

Our NEW EARTH NATION is hereby established, in recognition of the primacy of
consciousness, the unity of all life and the undeniability of the individual sovereign condition,
as the Supreme Jurisdiction in the nations which ratify the terms of this Treaty, having united
in Fellowship, to deliberate, determine and act to fulfil the aforementioned purposes.

Article 2

As One united peoples of Our One Nation:
Our common descent arises from the fundamental understanding that we are each born of the
same thing – consciousness
Our common culture is the expression of the immutable truth that we are all One.
Our common language is that which utters effortlessly from the quanta of the collective human
heart.
Our particular territory is manifest reality itself, not a segregated part of it, but the inseparable
perfection of the whole.

Article 3

As Members of this Fellowship, We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations, by our
own free will, undertake:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

to live in accordance with natural law and to not prevent others from doing the same;
to cause no harm, loss or damage;
to respect the free will of others;
to mutually assist one another to advance our own evolution and that of the human
condition.

Article 4

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to uphold Natural Law,
meaning natural justice, by the proper administration of Equity, or such other form as Our
cultural traditions and customs may provide, and shall not uphold any positive law at the
expense of a just, fair and reasonable outcome.

Article 5

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to respect and preserve the
unalienable natural rights of all men and women, such as are henceforth recognised as
birthrights inherent to the human condition.

Article 6

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to respect and preserve the
cultural heritage, traditions and customs of our fellow sovereign nations and micro-nations.

Article 7

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to respect and preserve
planet earth, ensuring abundance and prosperity for future generations and, to this end, do
recognise the sovereign status of all lands which a High Contracting Party to the present Treaty
asserts, by due process of Law, to be a Sovereign Territory of their nation or micro-nation, and
of which they stand in right according to the principles of Natural Law.
We hold our sovereign territories in the perpetual condition of stewardship, and agree to be
bound by the decision of the New Earth Tribunal per Article 11 should a dispute arise between
members of the fellowship as to who the legitimate steward of a particular territory may be, in
the event that we are unable to resolve the matter peaceably between ourselves as our mutual
covenants under the present Treaty require us to strive in good faith to achieve.

Article 8

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to respect and preserve the
territorial integrity and existing political independence of all our fellow sovereign nations and
sovereign micro-nations to such extent as not to interfere with the spirit and intent of Article 7.

Article 9

We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to respect and preserve the
sovereignty of those individuals who may from time to time be domiciled within our own
territorial boundaries and whose personal Act of State establishing themselves a micro-nation
has been Apostilled by the Permanent Secretary.

Article 10

The action of the Fellowship under this Covenant shall be effected by a Secretariat and through
the instrumentality of a Direct E-Democracy platform.
The Secretariat shall have a Permanent Secretary who shall be appointed by New Earth Trust
to carry out all administrative functions expressed or implied by the present Treaty on behalf
of New Earth Nation. The Permanent Secretary may be removed from office upon a two thirds
majority vote, conducted as outlined in the present Article below, following the motion of a
member of the fellowship.
The Direct E-Democracy platform shall provide the ability for a global referendum by all
members and nationals of all members of the Fellowship to cast a singular vote on all matters
which the Permanent Secretary may request. A member of the Fellowship may motion the
Permanent Secretary to request a referendum on any matter concerning the proper
administration or integrity of the Fellowship.

Article 11

The New Earth Tribunal is hereby mandated by the High Contracting Parties.
The jurisdiction of the Tribunal shall extend to matters concerning the interpretation or
application of the present treaty and to address all matters which may affect the state of peace
between members.
The action of the Tribunal shall be effected in accordance with the provisions of Article 10,
whereby all members and nationals of the sovereign micro-nations and sovereign nations may
cast a singular vote as a global Grand Jury.
We the sovereign nations and sovereign micro-nations undertake to abide by, and to avail our
administrative forces to effecting the enforcement of, all lawful decisions rendered by the
Tribunal.

Article 12

Amendments to this Covenant will take effect when ratified by a two thirds majority, with any
such vote being undertaken in accordance with the provisions of Article 10.

PART 2 – DECLARATION OF UNALIENABLE NATURAL RIGHTS
Whereas it is essential, if wo/mankind is to realize its fullest potential, that unalienable natural rights should
be protected by the rule of law, insofar as such protection does not interfere with said rights.
Whereas the advent of a new paradigm of freedom, peace, prosperity, harmony and abundance in the world,
is the only foundation for the realization of this potential.
Whereas recognition of the inherent perfection and of the equal and unalienable natural rights of all
members of the human family is the only foundation for a new paradigm of freedom, peace, prosperity,
harmony and abundance in the world.
Whereas the High Contracting Parties have pledged themselves to support, in co-operation with one another,
the realization of these purposes.
NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the divine birthrights inherent to the human condition, and with a view
to enabling the full realization of this pledge, it is hereby declared that all people are unalienably endowed
with:
Article 13

The right to life, liberty, privacy and silence.

Article 14

The right to live freely in peace without let, hindrance or charge.

Article 15

The right to use and enjoy any and all property, held in peaceful possession, without charge or
levy.

Article 16

The right to experience freedom from coercion.

Article 17

The right to determine one’s own identity, and to refuse the dilution of ones individuality.

Article 18

The right to free assembly and expression.

Article 19

The right to deny or revoke one’s consent to be governed or regulated.

Article 20

The right to have one’s full sovereign capacity recognised in the public, once such capacity has
been adequately memorialised.

Article 21

The right to have free and unrestricted use and enjoyment of a parcel of land in the region of
one’s birth, held free and clear in perpetual private trust, to live upon and within, sufficient to
fulfil the needs of one’s family, including the right to exchange such rights for equivalent rights
to land in other parts of the Earth, given the mutual agreement of the exchanging parties.

Article 22

The right to determine one’s own spiritual or life path, including the right to freedom from
persecution on the grounds of one’s beliefs, non-beliefs or faith.

Article 23

The right to be recognised as a natural person, meaning man or woman, before the law.

Article 24

The right to exercise one’s liberties intact until presented with a sealed writ issued by a rightful
authority, on behalf of a living man or woman, alleging breaches of Natural Law.

Article 25

The right to be presumed innocent of allegations until proven otherwise before a jury of one’s
peers.

Article 26

The right to experience fair, just and equitable proceedings and equal protection under the law.

Article 27

The right to refuse to be bound by an unlawful, illegitimate or inequitable judgment, order,
warrant, directive and/or ruling of a de facto court.

Article 28

The right to use all necessary and reasonable measures to safeguard the security of oneself,
ones kin and ones interests, including the appointment and authorisation of Defenders of the
Peace in any community.

Article 29

The right of Superior Guardianship, from the date of conception, over one’s offspring, including
the right to exercise exclusive Powers of Attorney over the physical bodies and possessions,
which shall be presumed to be held jointly with the other biological parent or guardian, until
proven otherwise under oath or affirmation, without exception or limitation and until the
sixteenth anniversary of their physical birth.

Article 30

The right to educate one’s children at home or in any way one deems to be beneficial for their
physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual development, free from supervision, intervention
or inspection.

Article 31

The right as a child to expect loving guardians.

Article 32

The right to refuse any bodily interferences, restraints or impositions (medical or otherwise).

Article 33

The right of every pregnant woman to eat well, feel joy and be inspired by beauty in an
environment which supports them.

Article 34

The right to a dignified and peaceful death in an environment which is conducive to spiritual
retreat and resonant with nature.

Article 35

The right to cultivate, harvest, store, trade, barter and/or use for one’s own purposes, any and
all organic substances which will grow or form naturally upon the Earth.

Article 36

The right of full freedom of movement to and from any place on the Earth, including but not
limited to the right to cross international borders, through port or otherwise, and to return to
the land of one’s physical birth without let, hindrance, molestation or charge.

Article 37

The right to maintain and strengthen one’s distinctive spiritual relationship with the Earth, and
to uphold any traditional or customary responsibilities to future generations in this regard.

Article 38

The right to practise and revitalize one’s cultural traditions and customs, and to maintain,
protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of one’s cultures.

Article 39

The right to maintain, control, protect and develop one’s cultural heritage, traditional
knowledge and traditional cultural expressions freely and with others.

Article 40

The right to participate in an international societal equilibrium which is purposed for the
realisation of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration.

Article 41

The right to refuse to exercise any of these rights.

